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Half Day: Phuket City Tour 

Chalong Temple - Portuguese architecture -  Karon View Point - Gemstone and Cashew nut factories 

This orientation tour is designed to give visitors to Phuket a nice introduction to the island 

without forcing them to invest in a full-blown excursion. The trip features a road tour that 

passes by Phuket most famous beaches; a visit to the acclaimed Chalong Temple; a short outing 

from out of Phuket Town, famed for its Portuguese architecture. Loved by both Asian as well as 

foreign visitors, the temple's highlight is a wax sculpture of the abbot housed in an air-

conditioned Thai-style house next to the chapel. We also provide you with the chance to see one 

of the most famous lookout point on the island – Karon View Point. Additionally, guests who like 

to shop will not be disappointed as stops at local gemstone and cashew nut factories are also on 

the agenda. Phuket remains an outstanding holiday destination, not only due to its large variety 

of beaches, yet also due to its cultural importance to the southern part of Thailand. 
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Full Day: Phi-Phi Islands Tour by Speed Boat (With Lunch) 

The best way for those who have limited of time to explore many little bay and hidden clove in 

this area. Enjoy a ride by a comfortable and full of safety equipment speed boat to discover a 

fantastic landscape famous of ‘Maya Bay’ where “The Beach” was filmed. 

A chance to observe the majestic undersea world is also available for guests who enjoy 

snorkelling. If you are more the exploring type and Phi Phi’s natural beauty is not enough, there 

is plenty to do on and off the island. Phi Phi Ley is home to the Viking Cave, a large limestone 

cavern, where ancient rock paintings can be found. Thought to resemble Viking ships – hence 

the name of the cave – they are predicted to be 3000 to 4000 years old. This is a perfect spot to 

experience the colours and rhythms of this tropical hideaway. 
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Full Day: 2 in 1 James Bond Island by big boat & Sea Canoeing (With Lunch) 

This full day of adventure and excitement begins as visitors depart from Ao Por Pier and jettison 

off to Phang Nga Bay on a cruise boat. Upon arrival, they will be able to explore sea caves and 

tunnels, and lagoons by special ‘sea-canoes’. Discover a unique and hidden world as sturdy 

canoes weave their way through a network of brilliant crystalline limestone caves, to reveal the 

mysterious hidden world of the "Hongs" (or rooms, these are collapsed cave system inside the 

rock) Each interior of each island is different and provides a whole new atmosphere, only 

accessed by tough, purpose-designed inflatable canoes through sea-caves at low tide 

Upon returning to the cruiser, the adventurers will enjoy a Thai buffet lunch on board while 

slowly cruising to a little Island, where they can enjoy swimming, canoeing or sun-bathing on the 

sandy beach, before returning to Phuket. 
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Evening: Phuket Fantasea Show 

Phuket most famous theme attraction combines a Las Vegas-style show with elements of 

Disneyland, and magical illusions to make for an unforgettable family experience. Phuket 

Fantasea is a combination of a festival village with carnival, games, handicrafts, and modern 

theatre. The main draw is an awesome stage production based on Thai culture and history that 

features four dimensional effects, acrobatics, stunts, pyrotechnics and a 30 elephant circus. 

Before the show, guests will enjoy shopping at the Festival Village, filled with high quality 

products and locally made souvenirs. Other features on this outing include cultural parades, 

craft demonstrations, and elephant rides. Guests will enjoy a sumptuous international buffet at 

the Golden Manohra restaurant, located on the compound of the terrain. 
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Full day Rafting (Ao Nang) 

Rafting + Fish Spa + Show + Water Fall + lunch + ATV + Elephant Trek 

5kms Rafting, 15mins Fish Spa, Elephant & Monkey Show, Tropical Water Fall with lunch. 30 mins 

Elephant Trekking, 30mins ATV,  

 

Half Day Safari Program - 7 in1 Safari 

Season Fruit + Elephant Trek + Show + Rice Farm+ Oxcart Riding + Orchid Farm + Rubber Trap + 

Thai cooking + Boxing +Fish Spa +Canoe + 4x4Safari 

Thai season Fruit, 30mins Elephant Trekking, Elephant Show, Monkey Show, Rice Farming, Ox-Cart 

Riding, and Orchid Farm, Rubber Trapping, Thai Cooking, Thai Boxing, 15mins Fish Spa, Canoe and 

4x4 Safari. 
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